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Appendix VI
Case Studies in Population Modeling

1. BLM Ely Field Office – Nevada, Moriah HMA ,EA#NV-040-07-EA-44
Appendix III, pg. 36/37

2. BLM Battle Mountain Field Office – Nevada, Roberts Mountain Complex,
EA# NV062-EA07-120, Appendix C

3. BLM Rock Springs Field Office - Wyoming
White Mountain & Little Colorado HMAs, EA#WY-040-EA07-254, DR/FONSI



CASE STUDY #1
BLM Ely Field Office - Nevada
Moriah HMA ,EA#NV-040-07-EA-44
Appendix III, pg. 36/37

BLMs parameters for the Population Modeling of the Moriah HMA wild horse gather estimated pre-
gather population was 52 wild horses including foals.

Modeling for the Proposed Action reported the parameters were for a four-year period yet the graph
provided cites an 11-year period and includes the beginning date of 2004 despite this proposal being
issued in 2007.

Evidence suggests no trials were actually performed on the current gather proposal but that BLM
merely inserted a cut-n-paste formula from another unrelated gather proposal for its trial runs and
conclusions.



CASE STUDY #2
BLM Battle Mountain Field Office – Nevada
Roberts Mountain Complex, EA# NV062-EA07-120
Appendix C

The Proposed Action projected a post-gather population of 14 wild horses in the Whistler Mountain
and 90 wild horses for the Roberts Mountain HMA. The estimated combined total population for
both HMAs was projected to be approximately 104 wild horses (Table 2, pg. 9)

When applying the Population Model programming to the Roberts Mountain Complex, the Battle
Mountain Field Office used input parameters that combined total populations and projections for two
of the HMAs in the gather proposal versus applications to each HMA individually. The reasons cited
for combining population numbers and modeling projections was the proximity of the HMAs and
interactions between the wild horse herds.

In Appendix B, pg. 67, BLM states:
“The Whistler Mountain HMA shares a western boundary with the Roberts Mountain HMA and wild
horses frequently move between the two HMAs. Additionally, no fence exists on the western
boundary of the HMA in Kobeh Valley, allowing wild horse movement into the valley. The AML for
this HMA has been set as 14-24 wild horses. Water sources are limited within the Whistler Mountain
HMA, which is likely one of the main reasons that wild horses do not use the HMA year round.”

However, the map located on page 98 indicate that vast tracks of fencing has been established
throughout the Roberts Mountain HMA and the Whistler Mountain HMA and could be causing
significant, if not complete reduction in herd interactions and possibly invalidating much of the
projected outcomes for the wild horse populations within the HMAs.

Additionally, provided graphs indicate that inaccurate numbers not based on actual remaining
populations were used as input to produce the projected outcomes.

On page 77, BLM provides the following small explanation as to how to interpret the Minimum,
Maximum and Average populations used within the trial studies. Based on the population inputs in
the No Action Alternative, this statement would seem to be supportive that the numbers found under
the “Minimum” columns within the graphs represent the starting base population from which the
trials began projecting outcomes.

BLM states:
“The minimum population size in general reflects the numbers that would remain following the
gather or a possible negative growth rate as a result of fertility control. The maximum population size
generally reflects the population that existed prior to the gather, and in many cases, that figure would
not be exceeded during the six years of the simulations. Half of the trials were greater than the
median and half of them less than the median.”



Example #1, Pg. 78
The following graph indicates Population Modeling analysis was based on the projected estimated
pre-gather populations as evidenced by the consistent application of the base population of 470 wild
horses throughout all the percentiles and projected increases. This implies that the column and input
begin with the estimated population occurring in the area of analysis such as projected post-gather
populations.

No Action/No Gather - Same Population Applied to All Trial Runs
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xample #2, pg. 76
his graph is labeled as Typical Trial Populations of the Roberts Mountain Complex. The starting
opulation after the gather is not 104 as projected but 143, over 37% higher than the expected post-
ather population of the Proposed Action, so this would rule out the addition of foaling recruitment
ates.



Example #3, pg. 77
Here we find the actual projected post-gather population included in the 10th percentile. This model
was based using the “Minimum” population numbers yet it is the only graph provided that used the
actual estimated post-gather population figure of 104 for the Proposed Action. Additionally, unlike
the No Action Alternative, no projected population results have been included in the analysis.
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raph provided for the “Average” population size projected for the “Alternative”, no
n was provided as to which Alternative was being analyzed. Two additional Alternatives

ented in the proposal – the use of fertility control and the release of a higher ration of studs
However in both Alternatives, BLM stated that the total combined population would be

- 104 wild horses. Furthermore, extensive treatment is given in other graphs that clearly
h of the fertility control and sex ration Alternatives and their projected results.

M uses a beginning population higher than the projected post-gather population of 104. In
sis, the starting population used is 186 wild horses, almost 80% higher than the projected
er populations. Application of a 20% reproduction rate to the 104 post-gather population
hat an approximate population of 179 could not be achieved until 2011, so it is unclear as to
input parameter was attempting to project.



Under the Alternatives, the BLM presents the following-

Section 2.3.1 Implement Fertility Control, pg. 10

Section 2.3.2 Release of 50% studs and 50% mares, pg. 10

In both instances, BLM affirmed that the analysis of each of these Alternatives would reduce the wild
horse populations to identical projected population numbers of 90 for the Roberts Mountain HMA
and 14 wild horses for the Whistler Mountain HMAs, totaling 104 for the Complex.

Yet in Appendix C, pg. 79, different parameters were cited without specific numbers being applied
that were used to examine these Alternatives. Under the heading, Alternatives Considered but
removed from further consideration, BLM states the following:



The currently established AML for the Roberts Mountain HMA is a maximum population of 150 wild
horses and the Whistler Mountain maximum AML is 24 wild horses with a combined total for both
HMAs of 174 wild horses. The only constant provided by BLM throughout the Alternatives
considered but dismissed from analysis was the 14 remaining wild horses in the Whistler Mountain
HMA in the previous paragraph but no specifics were provided on the Roberts Mountain HMA as to
what “below” AML or “to” AML actually meant.



In the instances where BLM applied the actual estimated post-gather population to all the Population
Modeling trials offered, Table 2 applied an approximate post-gather population in the 10th Percentile
that yielded a reproduction rate of 9.5%, Table 10 in the 60:40 High AML resulted in a 10.8%
reproduction rate and the 50:50, fertility control, low AML in the 10th percentile resulted in a 7.7%
reproduction rate.

This did not account for nor examine individual analysis of each HMAs populations or potential
meta-population fragmentation due to high levels of fencing within and between the HMAs.

Pg. 78

Pg. 81



CASE STUDY #3
BLM Rock Springs Field Office - Wyoming
White Mountain & Little Colorado HMAs
EA#WY-040-EA07-254 and DR/FONSI

Based on the examination of Case Study #2, the Robert’s Mountain Complex Population Modeling
trial runs and parameters, an examination was made of the trial runs applied to the White Mountain
and Little Colorado HMAs in Wyoming with questions directed to BLM during the public comment
period for the preliminary EA about the parameters and results.

In Appendix III, Interpretation of Population Modeling, pg. 50, there was also support that
populations to be used in the input parameters would be baseline populations usually reflected as
projected post-gather estimates. In this paragraph, BLM provides supportive documentation that this
method is being correctly interpreted by stating, “Year one is the baseline starting point for the
model, and reflects wild horse numbers immediately after a gather action, or the lack of action in the
case of Alternative III.”

Yet again, the post-gather population estimates were not reported as being utilized in the actual trial
runs nor as the considered factor in determining the conclusions of the proposals.

BLM provided two different types of information about the results of the Population Modeling
software. The first were graphs created by BLM to best reflect summaries of the outcomes of the
trial runs presented under Median averages. In BLMs created graph, the correct post-gather
population estimates had been inserted with reported results based on Median averages supposedly
from these trial runs, 205 for the White Mountain HMA and 69 for the Little Colorado HMA.

Page 51



The second graphs provided were direct tables and graphs taken from the modeling program itself
and were reported as Full Modeling Summaries. Note that in neither analysis is the estimated post-
gather population used or reported within the actual Population Modeling trial runs.

White Mountain HMA – Proposed Action, pg. 52/53
Little Colorado HMA – Proposed Action, pg.54/55
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White Mountain, No Action, pg. 60
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